PARAJUMBLE
Directions (1-50): Rearrange the parts of the sentence in correct order.
Q1. Do not be anxious about
P-thanksgiving, present your requests to God
Q-and petition, with
R-anything, but in every situation, by prayer
(a) PRQ
(b) PQR
(c) QRP
(d) RQP
Q2. The truth about these
P-communities is that
Q-they deserve to die
R-dysfunctional, downscale
(a) PQR
(c) RPQ

(b) QPR
(d) RQP

Q3. You fail to
P-what someone is born,
Q-recognize that it matters not
R-but what they grow to be!
(a) QPR
(c) RPQ

(b) PRQ
(d) QRP

Q4. The wide world is all
P-cannot forever fence it out
Q-about you: you can fence
R-yourselves in, but you
(a) PRQ
(c) RQP

(b) QRP
(d) RPQ

Q5. Today, however, when one in four rural Indians
P-in identifying the poor are far greater
Q-is poor, our chances of being wrong
R-and one in six urban Indians
(a) PRQ
(b) RQP
(c) QRP
(d) QPR
Q6. In that case,
P-put together the best gender-just
Q-practices from all Personal Laws
R-a Uniform Civil Code would simply
(a) RPQ
(c) RQP
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Q7. Williamson shoveled scorn on
P-the low-income white Republican voters who,
Q-were most responsible for the rise of Trump
R-as he saw it,
(a) PRQ
(b) RQP
(c) QPR
(d) QRP
Q8. Amartya Sen lays claim
P-to a history of writing
Q-some of the finest research papers
R-that have been published
(a) QRP
(c) RQP

(b) PQR
(d) QPR

Q9. His exact date of birth is not known
P-but it is believed that he was born in
Q- late May and later on he decided to celebrate May 29 as his birthday,
R- as this was the date he climbed Everest
(a) PRQ
(b) PQR
(c) QRP
(d) RPQ
Q10. Today, less privileged white
P- Americans are considered to be
Q- and pathologists predominates
R- in crisis, and the language of sociologists
(a) PRQ
(b) QPR
(c) RPQ
(d) QRP
Q11. The white American underclass is in thrall
P-and used heroin needles
Q-to a vicious, selfish culture
R-whose main products are misery
(a) PQR
(c) RPQ
Q12. But the most important thing is,
P-I'll always be
Q-even if we're apart
R-with you
(a) QPR
(c) PQR
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Q13. In punishment for the uprising,
P-called tributes, to participate
Q-each of the twelve districts must provide
R-one girl and one boy,
(a) PRQ
(b) PQR
(c) RQP
(d) QRP
Q14. The twenty-four tributes
P-that could hold anything from a
Q-will be imprisoned in a vast outdoor arena
R-burning desert to a frozen wasteland
(a) PQR
(b) PRQ
(c) QPR
(d) RQP
Q15. The arbitration
P-dented China's interests
Q-in multiple ways
R-award has, nevertheless,
(a) RPQ
(c) PQR

(b) RQP
(d) QPR

Q16. Senior officials
P-to negotiate a solution
Q-readiness
R-have signalled China's
(a) QRP
(c) PRQ

(b) RQP
(d) PQR

Q17. This alone
P-should alert us to what
Q-is actually about
R-the demand for a Uniform Civil Code
(a) PRQ
(c) QPR

(b) PQR
(d) RPQ

Q18. Ironically, in spite of a decline in poverty,
P-the proportion of
Q-the population receiving welfare
R-benefits has risen sharply
(a) QRP
(b) PQR
(c) RPQ
(d) QPR
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Q19. Unelected Governors
P-relating to State administration
Q-were never envisaged
R-as wielding significant powers
(a) PRQ
(c) RQP

(b) PQR
(d) QRP

Q20. India must
P-to a competitive advantage, and nutrition and health
Q-convert its young population
R-are foundational to that outcome
(a) PQR
(b) PRQ
(c) QPR
(d) RQP
Q21. It is a truth universally
P-acknowledged that a single
Q-man in possession of a good
R-fortune must be in want of a wife
(a) QRP
(c) RPQ

(b) PQR
(d) QPR

Q22. Your absence has
P-gone through me
Q-through a needle
R-like thread
(a) PRQ
(c) QPR

(b) PQR
(d) RPQ

Q23. Tenzing Norgay created history
P-to conquer Mount Everest
Q-became the first men
R-on May 29, 1953, when he and Sir Edmund Hillary
(a) QRP
(b) QPR
(c) PRQ
(d) RQP
Q24. All tyrants realize that,
P-victims, there is sure to be one who
Q-rises against them and strikes back!'
R-one day, amongst their many
(a) RQP
(c) RPQ
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Q25. The Finance Minister, under
P-whose supervision this
Q-has not made any definite statement
R-has taken place,
(a) RPQ
(c) PRQ

(b) QRP
(d) QPR

Q26. This too, is a classic
P-"stock versus flow" problem, where
Q-focusing only on the latter
R-completely distorts the picture
(a) QRP
(c) PRQ

(b) RPQ
(d) PQR

Q27. We need not
P-order to nurture true cosmopolitanism
Q-burden of loving each other in
R-place on ourselves the unbearable
(a) QRP
(b) RQP
(c) PRQ
(d) PQR
Q28. They are even poorer
P-failure will deprive
Q-them of jobs altogether
R-than farmers; and crop
(a) RPQ
(c) PQR

(b) RQP
(d) QPR

Q29. Thus,
P-a developing economy also needs
Q-to have some notion of external balance
R-at the very least,
(a) RPQ
(b) RQP
(c) PQR
(d) QPR
Q30. Gone are the days
P-about foreign trade and payments
Q-and not really worried
R-when we could think of ourselves as a closed economy
(a) QRP
(b) RQP
(c) PRQ
(d) PQR
Q31. A saint or a satyagrahi
P-freezing her acts of goodness
Q-is often put on a pedestal
R-in time
(a) PQR
(c) QPR
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Q32. Gandhi often
P-was unnecessary violence
Q-withdrew from an act of Satyagraha if he
R-felt there
(a) PRQ
(b) PQR
(c) RQP
(d) QRP
Q33. The first clue
P-to the nature of this agenda
Q-lies in the origin of
R-the smart city idea itself
(a) RPQ
(c) QRP

(b) QPR
(d) PQR

Q34. One year after its official launch,
P-while Expectations
Q-has largely escaped political scrutiny
R-have been scaled down, the rhetoric
(a) QPR
(b) RPQ
(c) PRQ
(d) PQR
Q35. An engineer building a bridge
P-find easy to comprehend
Q-picks the best plan
R-and not the one that motorists
(a) RQP
(c) PRQ

(b) RPQ
(d) QRP

Q36. To begin with,
P-is not that they are 'unsmart'
Q-the problem with Indian cities
R-but that they are dysfunctional
(a) RPQ
(c) QPR

(b) QRP
(d) PRQ

Q37. There was a second part
P-are ambivalent about
Q-many people
R-of her decision which
(a) QRP
(c) PRQ

(b) QPR
(d) RQP
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Q38. He would often
P-Brahmacharya if his protests were not functioning the way
Q-he expected
R-critique his own life of
(a) RQP
(b) PQR
(c) RPQ
(d) QRP
Q39. Aggregate levels of under nutrition in India
P-remain shockingly high, despite the impressive
Q-stunting in the last decade
R-reduction in
(a) PRQ
(b) QPR
(c) RPQ
(d) QRP
Q40. Imagine the government
P-were an investor,
Q-trying to maximize India's long-run
R-economic growth
(a) PRQ
(c) QRP

(b) PQR
(d) RPQ

Q41. We have seen that, when
P-think of it as losing its parts and shrivelling to a point
Q-occupy any portion of space, we need not
R-we deny that a mental image can
(a) RPQ
(b) QRP
(c) QPR
(d) RQP
Q42. Another major difference
P-seven planets around the star
Q-system is the tight packing of the
R-in comparison with the solar
(a) RQP
(c) QRP

(b) RPQ
(d) QPR

Q43. He does not mean
P-when he denies that it is causal
Q-to indicate that the relation
R-is any the less uniform or dependable
(a) QPR
(c) PRQ

(b) QRP
(d) PQR
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Q44. Not only people have buying
P-environment and health
Q-capacity in the city, people here are
R-also quite concerned about
(a) QPR
(c) PRQ

(b) QRP
(d) PQR

Q45. The burning sun
P-our very
Q-seemed to be sucking
R-blood out of us
(a) PRQ
(c) RQP

(b) PQR
(d) QPR

Q46. I hear the sound
P-his tool raised
Q-of the blow while I see
R-above his head
(a) PRQ
(c) QPR

(b) PQR
(d) RQP

Q47. Children are sensitive
P-to what happens around them and are
Q-enthusiastic about working on
R-plays that reflect their lives
(a) RQP
(b) PQR
(c) RPQ
(d) QRP
Q48. But this does not mean
P-phenomena to the body
Q-is a meaningless expression
R-that the reference of mental
(a) QRP
(c) QPR

(b) RPQ
(d) PRQ

Q49. The space in front of the large
P-hut was empty, but
Q-placed several stools
R-before it were
(a) PQR
(c) RQP

(b) PRQ
(d) RPQ

Q50. From our common experience
P-of the relation of the
Q-mental he starts out
R-physical and the
(a) PQR
(c) RQP

(b) PRQ
(d) RPQ
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Solutions
S1. Ans.(d)
S2. Ans.(c)
S3. Ans.(a)
S4. Ans.(b)
S5. Ans.(b)
S6. Ans.(a)
S7. Ans.(a)
S8. Ans.(b)
S 9. Ans.(b)
S10. Ans.(a)
S11. Ans.(b)
S12. Ans.(a)
S13. Ans.(d)
S14. Ans.(c)
S15. Ans.(a)
S16. Ans.(b)
S17. Ans.(a)
S18. Ans.(b)
S19. Ans.(d)
S20. Ans.(c)
S21. Ans.(b)
S22. Ans.(a)
S23. Ans.(d)
S24. Ans.(c)
S25. Ans.(c)
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S26. Ans.(d)
S27. Ans.(b)
S28. Ans.(a)
S29. Ans.(a)
S30. Ans.(b)
S31. Ans.(c)
S32. Ans.(d)
S33. Ans.(d)
S34. Ans.(c)
S35. Ans.(d)
S36. Ans.(c)
S37. Ans.(d)
S38. Ans.(c)
S39. Ans.(a)
S40. Ans.(b)
S41. Ans.(d)
S42. Ans.(a)
S43. Ans.(b)
S44. Ans.(b)
S45. Ans.(d)
S46. Ans.(c)
S47. Ans.(b)
S48. Ans.(b)
S49. Ans.(b)
S50. Ans.(b)
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